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Westmount Public School
School Technology - Responsibility Use Guidelines
At Westmount, we know that access to technology, through school and personal devices, fosters essential
21st Century Literacy and Digital Citizenship skills. Students will continue to be instructed and guided by
their teachers to use technology responsibly, as one of a range of tools to support and enhance their classroom
learning.

Westmount Technology Guidelines (Chromebooks/iPads)
The following guidelines must be understood and adhered to with respect and appreciation.
1. I agree to follow the guidelines in the WRDSB Code of Digital Conduct and the
Responsible Use Policy.
2. I understand that when I use assigned technology devices at school, it will be used for learning
purposes only in the classroom or learning environment as indicated by the teacher. When not in use
the device will be placed in the designated area in the classroom.
3. I understand that when I use technology at school, it may be used for collaborative learning
purposes.
4. I am responsible for maintaining my assigned technology device at all times making sure it is
charged, assuring that all applications are downloaded, troubleshooting, connectivity to the
wireless network. This also includes leaving the technology in the original teacher-set
configuration ie. background images, software, pass code etc.
5. I will not plug into the network any devices capable of broadcasting or sharing private
information or sync my personal device to a school computer.
6. I will not use school technology to write texts, take pictures or record video of other students.
7. I understand that I am responsible for the daily care of my assigned device.

Student Agreement, I value having the privilege to access the WRDSB wireless network with my
assigned school device. I understand that along with this privilege comes great responsibility. I agree
that if I fail to abide by the user expectations listed above, I may lose my access privileges. I may
have my device temporarily confiscated, and/or may be subject to disciplinary action as per school
and board procedures.
I have read, understood, and will abide by the user expectations listed above.
Student Signature:  ________________________________________________
Parent Signature:  _________________________________________________

